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This document includes only one character which is used for the decorative pattern of Duanxi 
inkstone (端砚), which is mainly commonly used in Zhaoqing City, Guangdong Province (广东
省肇庆市). The corresponding word of this character is also common in Cantonese, but this 
form is just common in the western part of Guangdong Province (粤西). 
 
1. Proposal 

I propose to include this character to UAX #45 for the future IRG WS submission. 

Glyph IDS RS FS TS kMandarin kCantonese 

 ⿰火奈 86.8 1 12 nà naat3 

The Cantonese reading is based on the corresponding word itself, and the Putonghua reading is 
collected from the daily experience, because the common substitutive form is 捺 (U+637A), 
and the local people often accept the Putonghua reading of 捺 for this character. 
 
2. Brief introduction 
This character () is often used for the decorative pattern of Duanxi inkstone, but it is also used 
for a common word in Cantonese and other Chinese Yue-sub-dialects. 

Chinese traditional stationery is often called as “文房四宝” (wénfánɡ sìbǎo) in the long history, 
which mainly includes writing brush (毛笔), ink stick and ink (墨锭 and 墨汁), paper (纸) and 
inkstone (石砚), but it is not limited to these four. According to GB/T 34852-2017 Chinese 
traditional stationery — Inkslab, the main varieties of inkstone include Duanxi inkstone, 
Shezhou inkstone (歙砚), Taohe inkstone (洮砚), Juque inkstone (苴却砚), Songhua inkstone 
(松花砚), Xuanzhou inkstone (宣砚), Yishui inkstone (易砚) and so on. Duanxi inkstone is 
treated as the best one among the famous inkstones. Just as its name implies, Duanxi inkstone 
is produced in Duanxi River (端溪) valley, which Duanxi River means current Xijiang River (西
江) basically and it manly refers to several parts of current Zhaoqing City as the Chinese local 
cultural symbolization. Zhaoqing City is also called as the capital of inkstone in China (中国砚

http://dfz.gd.gov.cn/gdmycp/cp/gyp/content/post_3502488.html
http://dfz.gd.gov.cn/gdmycp/cp/gyp/content/post_3502488.html
https://std.samr.gov.cn/gb/search/gbDetailed?id=71F772D825A8D3A7E05397BE0A0AB82A
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都), so the campus of Zhaoqing University (肇庆学院) is called as “砚园” (Yànyuán) commonly 

by the students and teachers, and there is one trunk road in Duanzhou District (端州区) named 
as Yandu Avenue (砚都大道). 
Inkstone is a stone for grinding and containment of ink in Chinese traditional writing and 
painting. Fig 2.1 shows one inkstone collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art. This is the 
back, and it shows one picture of the view near Duanxi River. In the picture, the producer carved 
one kind of decorative pattern like the eyes of the stone (石眼) as the natural and the reflexive 
moons skillfully. Please see other Duanxi inkstone collections in the appendix. 

 

Fig. 2.1 端溪圖端硯, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
In 2009, Chinese calligraphy had been inscribed on the Representative List of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO as Fig. 2.2 shows, and Chinese traditional stationery 
is the important tool related to Chinese calligraphy, that means it is necessary to cover all the 
character used for them, and the one mentioned in this document is one omission in the early 
encoding works unfortunately. As a Chinese Yue-sub-dialects native speaker, I have known this 
character since I was young and have been using it all along, so I suggest including it in UAX #45 
and submit to the future IRG working set as soon as possible. 

https://www.zqu.edu.cn/
https://www.metmuseum.org/
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Fig. 2.2 Introduction on Chinese calligraphy on UNESCO 
(https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/chinese-calligraphy-00216 ) 

In DB4412/T 11-2021 Product of geographical indication — Duanxi inkstone, this character () 
is used for five common kinds of decorative patterns, but the character was substituted as 捺 
temporarily because the proper one has not been encoded yet. I show all of them and the 
original Chinese definitions and the pictures as below. Note that this standard is related to 
DB44/T 306-2006 Duanxi inkstone. 

Table 2.1 Decorative patterns related to the submitted character 

Name Chinese Definition Picture 

冻上火 在鱼脑冻或浮云冻中出现的火 

 

 

https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/chinese-calligraphy-00216
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/856982c041d2adb95982a3e53deba07b50859b17efd1e82a14c5be02f823fe24
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/f8a94ce5e28f3bcd000e6aef6c7ba593
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Name Chinese Definition Picture 

火 
在砚中出现好像用火烙过的痕迹，又如被熨

斗烫焦呈紫红或红黑色、微红色的片状或点

状，在砚石中普遍都有出现 

 

马尾纹火 

呈紫红微带黑或深紫色微带红，形状有直纹

的微线条或斜纹流线形的线条组成，是分散
的马尾巴纹状，形态自然，粗细相间，别具
一格  
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Name Chinese Definition Picture 

金线火 

其形状呈圆形或椭圆形，中心部位较深色，
其色泽是深红色或红黑色，是赤铁矿的聚

焦点 

 

胭脂火 

 

 
The most famous Duanxi inkstone related to the submitted character in Beijing is the one 
collected by Mr. Zhu Jiajin (朱家溍), which is called as “顾二娘制菌砚” (Gù Èrniánɡ-zhì Jùnyàn). 
As Mr. Zhu wrote in his book, Gu Erniang was a famous inkstone producer born in Suzhou (苏

州) in Qing Dynasty (清代). At that time, she once produced the inkstones for many literates, 
and her works were highly sought after in society. Please also see Figs. 3.8 through 3.10. Ms. Zhu 
Chuanrong (朱传荣) is Mr. Zhu Jiajin’s daughter. She once includes so many inkstone rubbing 
collected by Mr. Zhu and his family in one book, and this Duanxi inkstone is also shown on the 

book as Figs 2.3 and 2.4 show, but the submitted character is shown as 捺 wrongly. 
Mr. Zhu’s ancestral home is in current Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou City, Zhejiang Province (浙
江省杭州市萧山区), but his family and Tan’s family have a good relationship. Tan’s family here 
means the host family of Tan’s private home cuisine (谭家菜). Tan’s private home cuisine was 
created by Tan Zongjun (谭宗浚) in Qing Dynasty, who was born in current Baiyun District, 
Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province (广东省广州市白云区), so he and his family introduced 
so many Cantonese cuisine (粤菜) cooking techniques into Tan’s private home cuisine. In 1909, 
Tan Zuren (谭祖任), the son of Tan Zongjun, relocated to Mishi Hutong (米市胡同) from Yangrou 

Hutong (羊肉胡同) in Beijing, that meant Tan’s private home cuisine would be well-known to 
the public. As Mr. Zhu mentioned, he learned a lot from Mr. Tan Zuren on cuisine and culture, so 
Mr. Zhu was familiar with many things about Guangdong. Mr. Zhu was also an outstanding 
cultural relic expert, so his wording is reliable. 
 

http://www.counsellor.gov.cn/2021-07/07/c_1211231143.htm
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Figs. 2.3-2.4 朱傳榮: 《蕭山朱氏藏硯選》, 北京: 生活·讀書·新知三聯書店, 2012.10, ISBN 

978-7-108-04131-9, pp. 101-102 
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In Cantonese, 捺 reads as naat6 and the submitted character reads as naat3, that means the 

tones are different. We also need to know how they read in Zhaoqing City now. I collected three 
records of the phonology for Zhaoqing City as below. The first line shows the tone type in 
Cantonese. For so many people lived out of Zhaoqing City feel the most different tones between 
Zhaoqing and Guangzhou is 阳去, but we need to focus on the entering tones here. In Books 1 
and 2, 下阴入 (Tone 3 or 8) and 阳入 (Tone 6 or 9) in Cantonese are mixed as one tone, and 
the tone pitch mentioned in Book 1 is similar to Tone 4 in Cantonese, but the tone pitch 
mentioned in Book 2 is similar to Tone 3 in Cantonese. In Book 3, it shows 9 tones, 下阴入 and 
阳入 are different, and the tone pitch of 下阴入 and 阳入 is the same as 阴去 and 阳去. 

Table 2.2 Tones for Zhaoqing dialect 

Book 阴平 阴上 阴去 阳平 阳上 阳去 上阴入 下阴入 阳入 

1 55 35 33 11 13 41 55 11 

2 55 35 33 21 13 52 55 33 

3 55 35 33 21 13 52 55 33 52 

Book 1: 肇庆市端州区地方志编纂委员会: 《肇庆市志》, 广州: 广东人民出版社, 1996.10, 
ISBN 7-218-02244-8/K·505, p. 896 
Book 2: 詹伯慧，張日昇: 《粤西十縣市粵方言調查報告》, 廣州: 暨南大學出版社, 1998.12, 
ISBN 7-81029-725-2/H·89, p. 10 
Book 3: 肇庆市端州区地方志编纂委员会: 《肇庆市端州区志》, 北京: 方志出版社, 2012.4, 
ISBN 978-7-5144-0447-0, p. 807 
All in all, the readings of 捺 and  in Books 1 and 2 are the same, but different in Book 3. If we 
believe Books 1 and 2, it is very easy to understand why some local people use 捺 is the 
common substitutive form. 
In Hong Kong SAR, some people use 焫 to record the Cantonese word naat3, and Unihan 

Database shows the kCantonese property value of 焫 (U+712B) is naat3 as well, but I don’t 
think it is a good usage. 焫 is the variant of 爇 (U+7207) which the kCantonese property 
value is jyut3, and 焫 is an important character used for Chinese acupuncture as Fig. 2.5 shows. 

 

Fig. 2.5 赵峰, 赵辉: 《中医奇特疗法临证阐释》, 兰州: 甘肃科学技术出版社, 1993.5, ISBN 
7-5424-0437-7/R·117, p. 72 
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If the users will have become accustomed to use 焫 to record the Cantonese word naat3, they 

will misread the papers and books on Chinese acupuncture, because the meanings between 焫 
and the Cantonese word naat3 are not exactly the same.  will be the better one to record the 
Cantonese word naat3. 
In other books, I also found other wrong form as 燎 (U+71CE), 錼 (U+933C) and so on for the 
substitutive form. All are not better. 
Now, Duanxi inkstone has become one of the important parts in the daily life and works of the 
local people in Zhaoqing. They have a festival to inherit the skills (Fig. 2.6); the students of Arts 
and Crafts Major, School of Fine Arts, Zhaoqing University developed the innovative styles (Fig. 
2.7); there is one island called as “the island of inkstone” (砚洲岛), which the story is related to 
Justice Bao (包青天), and it is also Chen Huanzhang’s (陈焕章) hometown (Fig. 2.8); the local 
people also call the inkstone as “purple cloud” (紫云); etc. 

 
Fig. 2.6 Teacher Worship Festival of Duanxi inkstone in 2019 

(http://static.nfapp.southcn.com/content/201905/12/c2212053.html ) 

 
Fig. 2.7 Student’s work in 2022 

This work was called as 《盘古开天》 and produced by 阮𰵞聪. The producer added epoxy 
resin and ceramic blocks as raw materials. 

(https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/dzRiIaFM2j6siw_hd0Cuyg ) 

 

Fig. 2.8 “The island of inkstone” 
(https://www.mafengwo.cn/sales/8147291.html ) 

 

http://static.nfapp.southcn.com/content/201905/12/c2212053.html
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/dzRiIaFM2j6siw_hd0Cuyg
https://www.mafengwo.cn/sales/8147291.html
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3. Evidence 

 

Fig. 3.1 覃志端, 刘伟铿: 《包公掷砚化渚洲——肇庆羚羊峡风物传说》//《榕树文学丛刊》

编辑部: 《榕树文学丛刊 一九八二年第一辑（总第十辑） 民间文学专辑（三）》, 福州: 
福建人民出版社 , 1982.6, p. 173 
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Fig. 3.2 国家旅游局宣传司, 中国旅游学院旅游科学研究所: 《中国旅游大全（中南册）》, 
北京: 中国青年出版社, 1989.10, ISBN 7-5006-0614-1, p. 69 
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Fig. 3.3 曾特: 《历代名人端砚诗歌铭文选》, 广州: 广东高等教育出版社, 1991.12, ISBN 7-
5361-0657-2/I·50, p. 158 
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Fig. 3.4 曾特: 《历代名人端砚诗歌铭文选》, 广州: 广东高等教育出版社, 1991.12, ISBN 7-
5361-0657-2/I·50, p. 159 
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Fig. 3.5 徐邦达, 古兵: 《珍宝鉴别指南》, 上海: 上海文化出版社, 1992.12, ISBN 7-80511-
466-8/K·39, p. 271 
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Fig. 3.6 崔护: 《砚边谈砚》//苏州市书画研究会: 《书画研究 第 3 集》, 1998.10, p. 185 
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Fig. 3.7 刘伟铿, 覃志端: 《包公掷砚化渚洲》//刘伟铿, 覃志端, 肇庆名城与旅游研究会: 
《名城肇庆民间传说》, 北京: 中国文联出版社, 1999.12, ISBN 7-5059-3572-0/I·2730, p. 120 
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Fig. 3.8 朱家溍: 《故宫退食录》, 北京: 紫禁城出版社, 2009.10, ISBN 978-7-80047-881-9, p. 
174 
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Fig. 3.9 朱家溍: 《故宫退食录》, 北京: 紫禁城出版社, 2009.10, ISBN 978-7-80047-881-9, p. 
175 
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Fig. 3.10 周君: 《故宫活字典——朱家溍传》, 南京: 江苏人民出版社, 2012.3, ISBN 978-7-
214-08042-7, p. 29 
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Appendix   Duanxi Inkstone Collections in the Famous Museums 

 

▲ 宋濂銘端硯, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/41869
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▲ 蘇武牧羊圖端硯, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/39871
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▲ 端溪圖端硯, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/39872
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▲ 端溪圖端硯, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/39872
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▲ 端硯（配鄭燮款竹紋木盒）, collected in The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/41868
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▲ 顾二娘款洞天一品端砚, collected in The Palace Museum 

http://www.dpm.org.cn/collection/studie/230746.html
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▲ 端石三龙戏珠砚, collected in The Palace Museum 

 

 

▲ 李鸿宾恭制端石长方砚, collected in The Palace Museum 

http://www.dpm.org.cn/collection/studie/231174.html
http://www.dpm.org.cn/collection/studie/228368.html
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▲ 雕孔雀端砚, collected in National Museum of China 

https://www.chnmuseum.cn/zp/zpml/201812/t20181218_25787_wap.shtml
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▲ 高晟刻翁方纲临兰亭序端砚, collected in Shanghai Museum 

https://www.shanghaimuseum.net/mu/frontend/pg/article/id/CI00000111
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▲ 袁褧端砚, collected in Shanghai Museum 

https://www.shanghaimuseum.net/mu/frontend/pg/article/id/CI00000138
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▲ 高兆铭赤壁图端砚, collected in Tianjin Museum 
 

https://www.tjbwg.com/cn/collectionInfo.aspx?Id=2371




